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Life are all running unopposed.
Each year five are selected through an 
interview process by a committee of fac­
ulty, staff and students. The other fiye are 
elected by the student body.
Webb said that it is “a bit unusual to have 
five positions unopposed.”
Still, there is an explanation for this 
unique situation.
“When a position is unopposed it’s of­
ten the result of an incumbent who is run­
ning again,"" Webb said. ”Jf those who have 
served alongside of him or her feel confi­
dent in their leadership, others may decide 
not to run.” ' — ~ ,
ASC’s reputation with the student body 
smay also have contributed to this lack of
opposition.-
“Sometimes students run for office be-, 
cause they are dissatisfied with current 
leadership and know they could do a better 
job -- but strong leadership removes that 
particular motivation,” said Dr. Jay Mar­
tinson, ASC faculty advisor: ^ Further, stu­
dents who might have otherwise run for an 
office may have decided they would have 
little chance of winning an election against 
such well-respected leaders.’
Martinson said there could have also 
been a lack of interest by the student body 
to run for offices this year. Despite this 
possibility, fie does think how well the 
council worked together this school year 
has shown through to the students.
“In my 15 years of working with ASC 
groups, I can honestly say this year’s group 
was probably the closest, most relational 
group yet,” Martinson said. “I think that 
kind of cohesiveness and passion for lead­
ing thè student body has been sensed by 
most students.”
Webb said that it could be helpful for a 
current member of ASC to cohtinue in the 
same position or even running for another.
“Their year of experience adds to the ef­
fectiveness of the new council. I also think 
it speaks to the fulfillment they receive 
from serving their peers at that level,” 
Webb said.
ASC, CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
TRACEY WANCLER
twangler@olivet.edu
While the fall presidential election 
promised a change in leadership, students 
will see familiar faces returning to the ASC 
executive council positions.
Elections for the 2009-2010 ASC Ex­
ecutive Council begin March 24.
The difference this year is five out of the 
10 positions on ASC Executive Council are 
running unopposed, according to Woody 
Webb, VP of Student Development.
The candidates for President, Men’s Res­
idential Life, Women’s Residential Life, 
VP of Social Affairs and VP for Spiritual
Student paper theft
JESSICA COHEA • 
jcohea@olivet.edu
About 550 copies of the Glim- 
merGlass were stolen on Friday, > 
Feb. 27.
One individual has been identi­
fied stealing the newspapers, but 
his name has not been released.
“The identity of the individual 
is required to remain confidential 
by university policy in support of 
the Judicial Process,” said Craig 
Bishop, director of Public Safety.
Rumors had surfaced through­
out that week that a group of
students were'going to steal the 
GlimmerGlass in response to an 
article printed in the Feb. 27 is­
sue.
The article in question related 
to the student 'body president’s 
resignation and the appointment 
of flie interim president. The ar­
ticle did not discuss the cause of 
the resignation.
Newspaper theft., is indeed a 
crime, but the GlimmerGlass staff 
did not notify the police as some 
other student newspapers have in 
the past. •
% “Each year, dozens of student
Ef card bug hits
DOLPHY BISWAS
dbiswas@olivet.edu
An e-mail virus struck Olivet. 
Nazarene Upiversity, Indiana 
Wesleyan University, University 
of Wisconsin at Madison, Illi­
nois State University and several 
other universities on the after­
noon of Feb. 25.
The e-mail’s subject line de­
scribed an e-card sent from a 
friend, similar to the “ILOVEY- 
OU” virus of 2000. The virus 
was sent through an e-mail from 
someone the recipient knew.
“Once the e-mail [attachment] 
was opened, it would infect the 
computer of the recipient, sean 
their address book and e-mail 
itself to other users,” said Aaron 
Rice, system support manager of 
I.T.
The process of manipulating 
a user into opening a malicious 
ZIP file, for example, is termed 
“social engineering.”
“There’s been dozens of vi­
ruses that work in that process,” 
Rice said.
The virus affected the comput­
ers not only when it was manu­
ally opened, but also when the 
computer was set to auto-open 
html e-mails or Web page links.
“We first started picking up 
these couple calls that people 
had said they had clicked on the 
attachment and that their com­
puter was doing, something fun­
ny,-he said. “We also noticed 
a lot of outbound e-mail traffic 
being generated from our com­
puters .3%.
There were several areas on 
campus that were especially 
damaged by the virus. Rice said 
one of the most affected areas 
was Admissions.
“There were several comput­
ers that were affected, but two 
computers had to be re-imaged,” , 
said Kevin Hatcher, Admissions 
technical support.
Matt Bowman, Admissions 
counselor, was in his office work­
ing on a project on his computer 
when his computer just stopped.
. ; “I did not lose anything but it 
just made things inconvenient,” 
he said. - • - .
ASC office computers were 
also affected when Women’s 
Residential Life President 
Amanda Siems, junior, opened 
the e-card around 3 p.m. the 
same afternoon.
“The entire network was af­
fected because I opened the e- 
card on the WRL computer,” she 
said. “I.T. was able to back up 
all the documents and the net­
work was running in one or two 
days.”
Rice said I.T. locked the sys­
tem to prevent more damage.
VIRUS, CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
newspapers and other publica­
tions across the country fall victim 
to thieves whose intent is to pre­
vent the dissemination of news, 
information and opinion with 
which they disagree,” according 
to the Student Press Law Center 
(SPLC) in Washington, D.C.
GlimmerGlass editors junior 
Charlie Sheets, graphics editor, 
and senior Jessica Shumaker, ex­
ecutive editor, had heard rumors 
themselves about a possible theft 
and informed Public Safety.
To prepare, Sheets and Shu­
maker requested that one newspa­
per stand be moved in the lower 
level of Ludwig Center so it was 
in view of video cameras, ac­
cording to Bishop. Public Safety 
agreed and the move was made.
In an e-mail to Bishop later 
that night, Sheets reported the pa­
pers missing.
“Sadly all the GlimmerGlasses 
that were put- out tonight have
.  PHOTO BY LISA PESAVENTO
T h e  F e b . 27 i s s u e  w a s  r e p r in te d  t h e  a f t e r n o o n  o f  M a r c h  
4-
been stolen within two to four 
hours of placing them around 
campus. The only ones not gone 
yet are those in buildings that were 
looked. Those placed in Ludwig 
haven’t been stolen either. But I 
think they’re being taken little by 
little and will be gone by Monday.
We’re looking into mail them out 
with help from the Mail Room on 
Monday.”
Because the staff knew about 
the potential theft before 'it hap­
pened, they did not distribute all 
of the copies. When the papers
THEFT, CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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Five ASC candidates run unopposed
Theft
^C O N T IN U E D  FROM PAGE l  :
§yent missing, the remaining pa- 
were put into student mail- ' 
boxes with help from the staff at 
itie campus post office. |
*1 ,The event upset the Glimmer-': 
pjlass editors and s t a f f ;i 
fe^They didn’t just Steal that sto- 
fp**' said"Shumaker. ‘‘They stole. -} 
jfe  paper,”
f  SGiunmerGlass:staff membersM 
Expressed frustration at the theft, 
pomtirfg to the hours of work. / c  
Ihey put into each issue, often 
¡times putting it ahead of other 
liesponsibitities..
don’t do hdmework sp I can i 
|io rk  -bn the GlimmerGlass^” ;! 
|||tdT, senior ;Tracey; Wangler, |  
¡¡pews editou;‘‘This..was ;just::a 
ilap-in the face,” . - 
llfiPLC -gives advicb to news* ' 
^aper staffs dealing with such 
^ in c id e n t One suggestion is to 
dieatly state in the flag, the place 
on the front page where the name 
Appears, that "the paper is free,b 
only one copy is permitted 
Kr'student. “Single copies free-’ ; 
{|| a popular example. ,
¡SiThe GiimmerGlasi has never., 
pad anything like' that, and has
k__________________________ I
no plans to in the future. , ' A 
“The honor system has worked 
quite well in the past,” said, D t 
jay Martinson' chair of the com* 
mtmicfttion department. :!T don’t 
; foresee another ffieft.” ':f 
; The copies that were stolen 
have not been recovered and it ill 
not likely that they will be. They 
may have been destroyed already 
b r  otherwise disposed of
For now, ; the» investigation 
through Public- Safety is at a 
standstill unless' students come 
forward with information. 
|;“::‘‘Fyejwitriess|ccounts’by-\vit- 
nésses .that observed The acts o f 
: taking large quantities ¡of the 
GlimmerGlass will be required 
to advance the investigation,T 
Bishop said. “No additional 
video surveillance evidence, & 
¡ currently available. ¡The other 
possibility will be individuals J f i  
volved coming forward to adtft|| 
participation.” T 
b  Untü then, thé GiimmerOlali 
will continue to print and distrilfl 
ute as normal. ;
;f ¿¡|Tt is our duty toiepent
h h  m M
M l
ASC
CONTINUED FROM PAGE l
Senior Annie Shaughnessy, Au­
rora executive editor and member 
of ASC, agreed.
“This year they had to focus on 
the transition, next year they can 
focus on making it-even better,” 
Shaughnessy said, noting that 
new executive members of ASC 
often pattern their work off of the 
outgoing member. If they choose 
to serve an additional year, they 
can make their own mark in their 
position, she said.
Webb said contested elections 
can be “healthy and necessary for 
the democratic process.” In the 
end, he believes, a strong council 
will emerge.
Virus
CONTINUED FROM PAGE l
“No one could go ahead and 
click on an e-mail and no pro­
gram, virus or worm could get on 
more computers,” Rice said.
The majority of the computers 
on campus are now cleaned. On 
some of the computers, the oper­
ating system had to be reinstalled. 
I.T. • disconnected the computers 
from the network and had to do 
special maintenance on the sys­
tems to clean up the computers.
vlt took us about five days to 
get the majority cleaned up,” Rice 
said.
I.T. hasn’t yet discovered the 
source of the e-mail. In an e-mail 
to the student body, I.T. remind­
ed students keep their anti-virus 
software updated and beware of 
e-mail attachments.
PPHOTO BYDOLPHY BISWAS
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Change suggested for 
dance policy
JESSICA COHEA 
jcohea@olivet.edu
• The Associated Student Coun­
cil (ÁSC),- in partnership with 
other Nazarene schools, is work­
ing to change or, at least, clarify 
the dance policies in the Nazarene 
schools’ handbooks.
The Nazarene Manual states 
that Nazarenes should refrain 
from “all forms of dapcing that 
detract from spiritual growth and 
break down proper moral inhibi- 
. tions and reserve.”
' In comparison, Olivet’s student 
handbook states that, “dancing 
will not be part of any Universi-I 
ty-sponsored event. We hold that 
all forms of dancing that detract 
from spiritual growth and break 
down proper moral inhibitions 
and reserve should be avoided.” 
What many students wonder is
why line dancing, ballroom danc­
ing, or any other traditional danc­
ing is not permitted, said Austin 
Bender, Men’s Residential Life 
president and interim student 
body President.
At the annual meeting of the 
Nazarene Student Leadership 
Association (NSLA) in January, 
Nazarene student body presidents 
worked together to compose a 
letter to university presidents and 
the Nazarene general superinten-1 
dents.'
In the letter, the student body 
presidents requested that the 
dance policy be reviewed, Bender 
said.
The letter was to be reviewed 
at a later meeting with the univer­
sity presidents and the superin­
tendents.
As far as Bender is aware, no 
responses have been received.
“No one has gotten back to me
yet,” Bender said. “I don’t know 
if their response got lost in tran­
sition or if they have responded 
at all. It depends on how far [the 
letter] went in conversation in the 
meeting. I don’t think they would 
ignore the letter.”
Opinions vary widely on cam­
pus.
“Honestly, to me dancing isn’t 
a huge issue," junior Amanda 
Siems said. "I think we need to 
focus more on spiritual develop­
ment of students. I like dancing, 
but it’s not a huge issue to me."
Sophomore Meagan Robins 
had a different opinion.
“I think [the policy] is a little 
outdated. Dance is probably one 
of the most amazing things ever,” 
she said. “It allows room for self 
expression."
Spoons 4 Forks 
gains freedom
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ABOUT GLIMMERGLASS 
Thé GtimmerGlass is the official news­
paper of the Associated Students 
of Olivet Nazarene University and a 
member of the Illinois College Press 
Association. The opinions expressed 
in the GtimmerGlass are those of each 
writer and are not necessarily held by 
the Associated Students Council, facul­
ty, administration or students of Olivet 
Nazarene University. .
LETTER SUBMISSION 
The GlimmerGlass encourages read­
ers to  respond through letters to  the 
editor. For publication, letters must 
be "signed and sent to GlimmerGlass, 
Box 6024. The editor reserves the right 
to edit letters for content style, and 
iength.'Publicatlon is not guaranteed.! 
Further inquiries may be addressed by 
catling the GlimmerGlass office at cam-, 
pus extension 5313
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MATTHEW CAWVEY
Every weekday this semes­
ter, senior David Taylor wakes 
up around 6 a.m., gets ready for 
work and then drives for about 25 
minutes to Central High School 
in Clifton for his student teaching 
assignment.
Taylor spends his entire day 
teaching a mandatory freshman- 
level science class called “Sci­
ence 9.”
A science education major set to 
graduate in May, Taylor has yet to 
decide whether he will teach full 
time next semester or substitute 
teach before entering graduate 
school to become a college pro­
fessor of introductory and general 
education science classes.
Either way, Taylor said he will 
finish school with about $30,000 
to $40,000 in student loans.
But that could change if Taylor, 
an Illinois resident, chooses to be 
a full-time high school science 
teacher and if die Illinois Gen­
eral Assembly passes a House bill 
aimed at paying the student debt 
of Illinoisans who tetich science, 
technology, engineering or math 
in Illinois public high schools for 
at least five years.
|r?T think that it’s a great bill, 
and it’s a great initiative because 
there’s a high need for good, qual­
ity teachers in the STEM fields,” 
Taylor said, referring to the four 
subjects covered under the bill.
Earlier this month, the Illinois 
House Higher Education Com­
mittee approved the bill 6-1 while 
also agreeing to another measure 
aimed at providing scholarships 
to students from Illinois. Neither 
proposal, however, has secured 
funding in a year in which the 
state faces a projected budget def­
icit that Gov. Pat Quinn said last 
week was $11.5 billion.
To meet the March 12 deadline 
for moving bills out of commit­
tee, the legislators converted the 
scholarship proposal into a “shell 
bill” that removes nearly all its 
language but keeps it alive.
• Democrat Lou Lang, the pro­
posal’s chief -sponsor, said the 
bill lacked the means to fund the 
estimated $460 million program 
but added he is open to obtain­
ing the funds through buget cuts 
elsewhere or increased revenue 
from taxes, fees or “other taxable 
events” like gambling.
*“I think I will pass the bill if I 
can find a revenue source. I can’t 
expect a lot of people to vote for 
a bill if there’s no way to pay for 
it,” Lang said, adding, “I have a 
strong belief that I can find the 
money, even in the desperate 
economy that we have, but ... I 
have a little scrambling to do to 
make that happen ” •
But Rep. Robert W. Pritchard« 
a Republican on the Higher Edu-^ 
cation Committee, noted the high 
. and unfunded cost of the program 
and said Lang has more work to 
do on the bill.
| | ? ‘So, that’s one that’s far from 
being a sure thing,” he said of the
bill.
The Illinois Student Assistance 
Commission (ISAC) estimated 
the original bill would cost $1.2 
billion in the first year, but Lang 
worked with ISAC for an amend­
ment to reduce the cost, Katha­
rine Gricevich, director of state 
relations at ISAC, wrote in an 
e-mail.
In an interview, Lang described 
the initial estimate from ISAC as 
“too high.”
Gricevich did not mention the 
precise cost of the amendment, 
saying that “there has been no 
substantive amendment actually 
filed or adopted at this point, so 
I think it’s too early to talk about 
the specific cost.”
The proposal’s status as a shell 
bill means the amendment is not 
in the legislation as it stands now. 
However, Pritchard and Mike 
Bost, another Republican on the 
Higher Education Committee, 
said the price of the amendment 
had dropped to $460 million.
Lang also said he had at least 
verbal support for the amendment 
from a majority of the commit­
tee.
The amended bill, Lang said, 
would have helped up to an esti­
mated 150,000 college students.
Lang said his aim is to assist 
Illinois’ middle-class students in 
order to reduce the number who 
leave the state for school and “of­
tentimes stay in those other states 
and never return to Illinois” — 
•contributing-to those economies, 
instead of Illinois’.
According to the original bill, 
the proposal would cover eligible 
college students from freshmen 
through seniors and would go into 
effect on July 1 of this year.
Sophomore Buddy Stark, a 
science education major from Il­
linois would be eligible for both 
laws should the bills pass.
PHOTO BY JESSICA SHUMAKER
Stark projected his student 
debt will be between $22,000 and 
$23;000 after college, although 
that figure would be $8,000 less 
if he uses a federal grant over the 
next two years that pays $4,000 a 
year if students promise to teach 
high-need subjects like science at 
low-income schools.
If the STEM bill passes, Stark 
said he would stay in Illinois and 
use the grant, unless he pursues a 
master’s degree at Olivet immedi­
ately after graduation. Otherwise,! 
Stark is willing to teach outside 
Illlinois.
To receive the benefit of the 
bill, Stark would have to teach in 
Illinois for at least five years. The 
state would cover Stark’s student 
loan payments for each year, but 
all that help would convert to debt 
if he were to stop teaching before 
the minimum.
The number of Olivet students 
affected by the STEM bill would 
be relatively small, as ONU does 
not offer a technology education 
or engineering education major 
and graduated just two math edu­
cation students and no science ed­
ucation students last school year! 
according to a document provided 
by Registrar Jim Knight.
When approving the bill ear-* 
lier this month, the House Higher 
Education Committee passed 
an amendment involving the Il­
linois State Board of Education 
(ISBE) and ISAC, which wouid 
administer the legislation if the 
bill passes.'
Gricevich interpreted the 
amendment as saying “that if 
ISBE tells ISAC that a particular 
geographic region has an espe­
cially notable shortage of STEM 
teachers, we can give preference 
to applicants who intend to teach 
there rather than in regions that 
have an easier time filling those 
jobs.” '; . . ,
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‘ Pritchard voted for the amended 
bill in committee but-doubts the 
proposal will receive funding. , 
“And they all pass subject 
to appropriation, and everyone 
knows they’re never going to 
be funded,” he said, referring to 
educatioSbills that alleviate stu­
dent debt. “So, certain legislators 
feel good that they passed a bill 
to help, you know, increase the 
number of science teachers in the 
hard-to-staff area. ... Or we do 
things for veterinarians, but we 
really haven’t, and I don’t think 
we’re going to.”H
Subscribe to the GlimmerCast
Visit glimmercast.biogspot.com.
Or search in the iTunes Store for GlimmerCast.
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Two bills to aid student debt
Some Illinois residents may get additional relief for their school bill
Reflecting on the Iraq War, six year later
The wrong war from the beginning
■o I B  ■
c M  I 
m m  mC lo i
£2 Stacey Mahuna
Despite the attempts of the Bush admin­
istration to portray the invasion of Iraq as 
a necessary measure, Many in this nation 
strongly disagree that it was a necessary 
part of the war on terror. Polls show that 
most Americans today oppose the war in 
Iraq, a statistic echoed worldwide.
Why is this? Could it have something to 
do with the fact that an invasion of Iraq was 
-  and still is — a blatant violation of inter­
national law, specifically Article 2, Section 
4 of the United Nations Charter? Perhaps. 
But let’s pretend for a second that internal 
tional law doesn’t matter, as our country of­
ten does.. Instead, examine the reasons the 
Bush administration gave the world and the 
American people for the invasion.
First: “Iraq represents a danger to na­
tional security.” -  Did it? At the time of the 
invasion in 2003, Iraq had no viable nuclear 
weapons program, a fact consistent since 
1991. And let’s not forget to mention that 
Osama bin Laden, the leader of the terror­
ist group Al-Qaida and the one responsible 
for organizing the Sept. 11 attacks, was in 
Afghanistan, not Iraq.
Intelligence has shown that Iraq had.no 
ties to Al-Qaida, and this is supported by 
bin Laden’s strong criticism of Saddam 
Hussein and his former regime in Iraq.
Second: “We’re removing a tyrannical 
dictator.*— Be that as it may, it didn’t con­
stitute grounds for invasion. I will admit, 
Saddam Hussein, the leader of Iraq, was 
a dictator, guilty of committing horrible 
atrocities towards his own people..
But the United States has trading relation­
ships and friendly relations with many other 
countries that are guilty of human rights vi­
olations. In past cases, the United States has 
supported dictators and given them money 
and weapons, with full knowledge 'of the 
havoc they were wreaking on their own 
people. Nicaragua, Chile, and Saudi Arabia 
are just a few examples.
Third: “Iraq needs to be more democrat­
ic.” — As honorable as that sentiment may
seem, it is doubtful that this was truly what 
spurred the Bush administration to invade 
Iraq so quickly.
As I previously mentioned, the United 
States has friendly relations with many 
countries that are not democratic in the 
least, like China. Why would they sudden­
ly care about Iraq’s system of government? 
The answer: They wouldn’t:
The White House admitted later that 
Iraq’s oil reserves played a substantial part 
in its decision-making process before inva­
sion, and Marc Grossman, undersecretary 
of state for political affairs, said that “while 
we are listening to what the Iraqis tell us, 
the United States government will make its 
decisions based on what is in the national 
interests of the United States. “ -
The list continues, but I ’ll move On. The 
fact is, the situation in Iraq is nowhere near 
as clean-cut and simple as the Bush admin­
istration painted to the world and to the 
American people back in 2003.
That does not erase the unfortunate fact 
that we are now stuqk in the Middle East 
with an . extremely unpopular war to clean 
up. So, what is to be done?
As I’m sure most of you are well aware, 
the United States recently had a change in 
administration. President Obama recently 
announced his plan to focus on the war in 
Afghanistan while simultaneously with­
drawing troops from Iraq. The immediate 
goal is to have 12,000 out by this Septem­
ber, with all combat troops gone by August 
of 2010.
He also supports talking with the Taliban 
and other leaders in the region to repair 
relations damaged by the Bush administra­
tion’s neo-conservative approaches.
This approach is not perfect. There are 
many in this country, like myself, who seem 
disappointed with this approach, which is 
more gradual than originally promised.
While I respect the president’s approach 
to diplomacy with Middle East, leaders, 
I would have liked to see a quicker with­
drawal of troops from Iraq and Afghani­
stan.
In conclusion, things are rarely as simple 
as they seem. The flimsy, idealistic justi­
fication for the original invasion doesn’t 
hold credibility when reality hits. However, 
promises on the campaign trail also are hard 
to keep once a person actually takes office. 
As of now, it appears that the new presi­
dent’s reduction strategy is the direction 
that the United States will take in the near 
future, hopefully with better results than 
the leadership of the previous president.
Iraq invasion: Right decision at the time
When evaluating the Iraq War after six 
years, we need to remember the oft-used 
phrase that hindsight is 20-20.
When former President Bush invaded 
Iraq in March 2003, his decision faced 
mixed reactions. The Bush administration 
contended that preemptive war is necessary 
to defend the security of the United States. 
In other words, get the enemy first before 
they get you.
In my opinion, the initial invasion of Iraq 
was a good decision. While we can look 
back today and point out the errors of the 
Bush administration and note the bad infor­
mation upon Which it acted, six years ago it 
did not have the benefit of hindsight.
Bush acted against Iraq under the as­
sumption that the country had weapons of 
mass destruction and posed a serious threat 
to the security of the United States. Under 
the circumstances, his decision to invade 
Iraq and topple the government of Saddam 
Hussein was justified. Bush wanted to pres­
ent a strong, united front and by deciding 
to invade Iraq, he was telling the world that 
the United States would not stand for acts 
of terrorism.
Indeed, thè Bush Doctrine in 2002 said 
that the United States would act preemp­
tively again$t all hostile acts of its adversar­
ies. This statement precipitated the decision 
to invade Iraq a year later. While critics of 
the war argue the motives of invading Iraq, 
•Bush certainly sent a strong signal that acts 
of terrorism would not be tolerated.
When America first invaded Iraq, the su­
periority of U.S. forces was undeniable and 
Saddam was quickly defeated. The United 
States faltered, however, in assuming Iraq 
would be an easy win, because factions 
within Iraq resisted U.S. occupation. The 
aftermath of the war proved more costly 
than the actual war itself.
The sectarian violence was devastating 
to both soldiers and civilians, and the es­
calation of al-Qaida in Iraq had everyone 
predicting the country to be a total loss.
When the surge began in 2007, however, it 
completely changed the situation, allowing 
U.S. forces to establish the level of security 
necessary for governmental transition.
As then-Lt. Gen. Ray Odierno said in a 
2008 lecture at the conservative Heritage 
Foundation, the progress in Iraq just one 
year after the surge was unthinkable. By 
changing the strategy, the number of ci­
vilian deaths from 2006 to 2007 dropped 
by a staggering 70 percent, according to 
. the transcript of his lecture on the founda­
tion’s Web site. Critics of the war in Iraq 
denounced the surge as a strategy that 
would never work, but clearly, that was not 
the case. The fault of the Bush administra­
tion lies in not implementing the strategy 
sooner. Again, hindsight is 20-20.
While I support the invasion of Iraq and 
the surge, I think the overall impact of the 
war has been detrimental to file United 
States.
First, the reputation and credibility of the 
United States has been damaged. When the 
United States invaded Iraq, it acted without 
the sanction of the United Nations. The UN 
largely regarded this action as a slap in the 
face that undermined its authority. On the 
flipside, the United States was acting in its 
national interest with the firm belief that 
preemptive military action in Iraq was vital 
to its security.
Second, the U.S. death toll in Iraq was 
not anticipated. While thè number of deaths 
is low compared to other wars fought by 
the United States, the amount was still un­
expected and contributed to negative opin­
ions about the war in the United States.
So where does that leave us? Recently, 
President Obama announced plans to with­
draw most of the U.S. troops from Iraq by 
August 2010, with the remaining troops 
leaving in 2011. This is a wise move as it 
signifies that the war truly is winding down, 
and it allows more troops to be sent into 
Afghanistan -  a top priority for Obama.
The troops remaining until 2011 will also 
let Iraq build upon the fragile security that 
has been established, and hopefully facili­
tate a smooth transfer of power when Iraqi 
national elections occur in December.
While we all hold different opinions 
about the war, let me restate what I said 
earlier. While mistakes have been made in 
the conduct of the war, the Bush adminis­
tration invaded Iraq based on the informa­
tion and resources it had at the time. So 
when reflecting back on the war in Iraq, 
perhaps you will keep in mind that hind­
sight is 20-20.
Toba Indians, missions, God and soccer
Josh Crawford;
This spring break I went to 
Argentina through Missions in 
Action. Thad an experience of a 
lifetime that I would like to share 
with you.
We worked with the Toba In­
dians in Formosa, Argentina. The 
Toba Indians were a very welcom­
ing and loving people, and I fell 
in love with them right away. The 
culture was all about relationships
and spending time together. Time 
was not important; what was im­
portant was being together.
A few of us painted the clinic 
on the reservation. The local chil­
dren were very eager to help us 
paint and do whatever they could, 
so we had many helpers. A game 
of soccer always followed a hard 
day’s work.
. Wè also worked with children 
and did vacation Bible school ac­
tivities. It was amazing to see how 
much they loved Jesus. You could 
see Jesus in every one of those 
kids’ little faces. I was blessed by 
each one of them.
The kids just wanted to be with 
us. They loved having someone 
to play with and even though we 
didn’t speak the same language, 
we had fun trying to learn each 
other’s language.
I was very encouraged in see­
ing how the next generation of 
Toba Indians was growing up lov­
ing Jesús and living their lives for 
Him. The next generation there is 
in good hands.
We had the privilege of getting 
to know a Toba Indian named 
Delfín who was going to be the 
first Toba ordained in the Naza- 
rene Church. He was a very kind 
individual who loved God. We 
became very close and I consider 
him my brother.
We met a lot of wonderful peo­
ple on this trip and gained a lot 
of new amazing friends. The crew 
of 12 students and three profes­
sors from Olivet, also grew veiy 
close as a team. We did not know 
each other very well before the 
trip, but now I know them well 
and consider them all family. We
spent a lot of time together and 
had a wonderful time.
This trip really taught me a lot 
about God, and my faith grew 
immensely. I went .expecting 
to show people Jesus and bring 
them to Christ. But, in the end I 
was shown Jesus and blessed in 
many ways.
Each kid touched my heart and 
every person I met left a lasting 
impression in my life because of 
the way they loved each other and 
cared about everyone. I will never 
forget the people we met, and I 
know that despite the languages 
that separated us, we were all one 
body of believers who will all be 
in heaven one day.
Missions are very important 
because not only are we to carry 
out the Great Commission as stat­
ed in Matthew 28:18-20, but mis­
sions also bring us closer to God. 
Sometimes we get so caught up in 
our own little lives and what we 
have to do tomorrow that we for­
get what being a Christian is qll 
about. We are to go andtell others 
about Jesus Christ and to bring up 
the next generation to know God 
and live for Jesus.
This trip was a life-changing 
experience and I am excited about 
what God is doing throughout 
the world. During this trip, I dis­
covered a love for missions, and 
when I become a doctor, I plan to 
do missions work wherever God 
wants me to go.
Right now, I am ready for my 
next mission trip and I hope you ' 
join me or at least go on one your­
self.
You will not be disappointed. I 
guarantee it!
S4F preps for double show
A.J. PIERSON 
apiersol@olivet.edu
For almost eight years, Ol­
ivet’s improvisational perfor­
mance. club,- Spoons 4 Forks, 
had been part of the theater 
club Green Room. About a 
year ago Spoons 4 porks split 
from Green Room, becoming 
an independent club.
“It has made advertising 
much easier,” said senior Jake 
Smith, club president.
Before the split, Spoons 4 
Forks had to go through Green 
Room for funds. Now, Spoons 
4 Forks members • support: 
themselves and manage theiri 
own accounts, making promod 
tion more efficient. They are 
also able to charge admission 
to their performances.
“It’s not all about the 
money” member Dustin Vanl 
derhoof, junior, said. “We all 
love what We do and what we 
charge for admission just cov­
ers our expenses.”
The cost of admission is $2 or 
$1 with a student discount card. 
Their shows are usually per­
formed in Wisner Hall.
“We have our first double per­
formance coming up,” member 
Charlie Leimann, junior, said.
' ■“At our last show there were
PtKiEQSjBY A. J ,  PIERSON
A b o v e , a  S p o o n s  4 F o r k s  p r a c t ic e  g e t s  w ild . R ig h t , m e m b e r s  p r a y  
to g e t h e r  b e f o r e  p r a c t ic e .
so many students that came out, 
some people sat in the aisles,”S 
member and freshman Abby 
Doud said happily.
With such large numbers in at­
tendance, the upcoming double 
performance on March 27 is well 
needed. Performances are sched­
uled for 7 p.m. and 9 p.m.
Spoons 4 Forks prepares for
their shows by rehearsing twice a 
week. The nine members are Jake 
Smith, Josh Hjort, Scott Hale, 
Dustin Vanderhoof, Charlie Lei­
mann, Brad Moore, Tyler Hull, 
Alex Green and Abby Doud. To 
practice, they meet in a large 
classroom on campus and wear 
comfortable clothes, some even 
taking off their socks and shoes.
When .every member is 
present the club.begins 
practice by forming a 
circle and wrapping their 
arms around one another 
for prayer.
After group prayer, the 
tables get pushed back to' 
create an opening in the 
front of the ‘ classroom 
like a stage. Members 
take turns going up front 
to practice their impro­
visational skills 
with new games 
th« | have creat­
ed or old games 
Ihey’ve been 
playing for 
vears.
Iff‘My absolute 
favorite game 
is called Freeze 
Tag,” Doud 
said.
In Freeze 
Tag, two mem­
bers start a  
scene and when some­
one calls out, “freeze,” 
the two performers hold 
whatever body position 
they are in and the per­
son who called out takes 
the place of one of the 
frozen participants. Then 
that person will start a
new scene that goes along with 
the way they are standing.
Every member participates 
more than once during rehearsal 
and everyone helps put the class­
room in order before they leave 
for the night. /
Spoons 4 Forks is prepared for 
the upcoming back-to-back per­
formance. With improvisation 
being spontaneous in nature, both 
performances will be unique, de­
spite their proximity in time.
Students sacrifice for Lent
CATHY SCHUTT 
cschutt@olivet.edu
Candy. Soda. Makeup. Face- 
book.
What do these things have in 
common?
They are what some Olivet stu­
dents are choosing to give up for 
Lent this year.'
Lent is the 40-day period be­
tween Ash Wednesday and Holy 
Week. Christians traditionally 
fast during those weeks.
According to University Chap­
lain .Michael Benson, Lent is a 
time of introspection for Chris­
tians as they anticipate celebrating 
Christ’s death and resurrection. It 
can be likened to a spiritual form 
of a New Year’s resolution in that 
Lent is a time to “declutter” one’s 
•life and refocus on. God, Benson 
said. -
During the second week of 
Lent, 372 students responded to 
a  survey posted on Blackboard. 
The results showed that almost 
four in 10 students, are giving up . 
something for Lent this year. • 
Caffeine is a popular item for 
. students to sacrifice during Lent.
Junior Lindsay .Zavitz said 
that by giving up her primary' 
vices - coffee and soda - she can 
save money and live healthier. 
She also said that giving up these 
things encourages her to depend 
more on God than on caffeine.
Not every Lenten' sacrifice 
requires giving something up. 
Some require getting more of 
something. Mario Sunta, fresh­
man, is resolving to go to bed ear­
lier during the Lenten season. He 
said that he’ll benefit from getting 
more sleep rather than sitting in 
front of file TV or computer in
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Senior Emily Lockwood said 
that in the past she has always giv­
en up things that weren’t very im­
portant in her life, like chocolate 
or soda. This year,' she’s changing 
that by giving up makeup and Fa- 
cebook.
“I didn’t realize how much'I 
depended on makeup to feel con­
fident, secure and put-tqgether,”
■ she said.
Like Lockwood, a 
number of ONU students 
are choosing to give up 
Facebook as part of their 
Lenten sacrifice.
“I’m sick of my social 
life revolving around Fa­
cebook,” freshman Au­
brey Sama said. This is 
the first year that Sama 
has participated in Lent.
She said that during the 
40 days of the Lenten 
season she intends to 
spend her free time read­
ing rather than logging 
onto Facebook.
Senior Annie Shaugh- 
nessy said she’s giving 
up Facebook because she 
•knows it will be a chal­
lenge for her since she 
checked the Web site on a 
daily basis prior to Lent.
She is using her time away from 
Facebook to reflect on Christ’s 
sacrifice.
“Christ gave up so much for 
us and this is just a reminder of 
how challenging it was for Him,” 
she said. “I understand that giving 
up Facebook isn’t neafwhat Jesus 
gave up for us, but for me it has 
been a constant reminder during
this time of Lent.”* •-
Novelist and blogger Anne 
Jackson said on ChristianityTo- 
day.com that she has decided to 
give up Facebook for Lent this 
year.
“I want to discover whether my 
online life gets in the way of my 
offline life,” she said. After all, 
she continued,. Facebook is mere­
ly a network of connections—not 
a community.
Are You Giving Up * 
Something for Lent?
R esu lts o f  B lackboard p o ll w ith  372 resp on d in g
“People can be vulnerable 
and honest online*^Jackson said. 
“And at times these online con-1 
nections can be more life-giving 
than many of our offline relation-? 
ships, but they are not the samegH 
Marketingshift.com, a market­
ing blog based on statistics, post­
ed a survey on February 24 ask­
ing whether or not people would
be willing to give up their social 
networking sites, such as Face- 
book,. Myspace and Twitter, dur­
ing Lent. The results posted the 
following day showed that two- 
thirds of those surveyed said they 
could not give up these websites.
Sacrificing Facebook for Lent 
has been a more difficult task for 
some Olivet students than for oth­
ers.
Lockwood said that giving up 
the Web site has been 
definitely harder than 
she thought it’d be.
On the other 
hand, Sama said that 
her first week without 
Facebook was. surpris­
ingly easier than she 
thought it would be.
All challenges 
aside, Lent is ultimate­
ly a time to strengthen 
one’s faith, accord­
ing to VP of Spiritual 
Life Evan Karg. JCarg, 
sophomore, said he- 
believes Lent is impor­
tant because it is a time 
for Christians to deny 
themselves and focus 
on God.
Lockwood said that 
she has grown spiritual-1 
- ly by giving, up makeup 
and Facebook this year.
“God has definitely used this 
time to not only re-teach what it 
means to be productive with my 
time and talents,” she said, “but 
also how to rely on the beauty 
given by Him and His grace—not 
on-the-surface beauty of purple 
eye shadows and shimmering lip 
glosses.”
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Meeting God at Makom
MELODY KENNELL 
mkennell@olivet.edu
A Christian college student, 
crashed by their to-do list in a 
busy semester, may find it easy 
to forget about God. Last week’s 
Makom Festival sought to remind 
students of. the importance of 
prayer.
* “Remember me” was the theme 
for this year’s Makom Festival,, 
a student-led revival.that takes 
place every spring.
The theme came from Ecclesi­
astes 12:1a, which says “Remem-1 
her me in the days of your youth.’!  
Evan Karg, VP of Spiritual Life, 
said Ecclesiastes-may seem like a 
dark or negative book, but noted 
that it also contains hope.
Karg described the ease with 
shuch students get lost in every­
thing they have to do. Makom, he 
said, gives students an opportuni­
ty to “find their way back home.”
“Makom” is the Hebrew word 
for “place,” highlighting the
event’s purpose of meeting with 
God.
Before the festival, Karg said 
he would love to see students 
come to Makom and completely 
worship God, forgetting what 
they need to get done and instead 
focusing on what God is doing in 
their lives.
Attendance for Makom was not 
required, but' 500-700 students 
chose to attend the services each 
day.
The music leader for the week 
was Joel Burbrink, music pastor 
at Seymour First Church of the 
Nazarene in Seymour, Ind. He and 
his wife graduated from Olivet re­
cently, where they sang with the 
Olivetians. The music was upbeat 
and accompanied by stage lights 
and fog machines.
Last year was the first time Ma­
kom took place in the middle of 
the week and during chapel times. 
Makom had previously been a 
weekend event.
A prayer journey was also in­
corporated into this year’s event.
Stations were set up throughout. 
Chalfant with instructions on 
what to pray for or visuals to aid 
in prayer.
The Spiritual Life commit­
tee usually brings in an outside 
speaker for Makom, but this year, 
Dr. Mark Holcomb brought the 
message. Karg said he thought 
booking someone from campus 
helped build the community at­
mosphere.
During the last service, -stu­
dents participated in communion 
together, an experience which 
Karg found memorable.
Junior Jyssica Schütz attended 
all of the Makom services. She 
said that during the final service 
she felt the magnitude of God’s 
love for her. '■
“I love going to Makom,” she 
said! '
MELODY KENNELL- 
R |y! mkenneil@olivet.edu •'
H A  new.intemship opportunity is 
available to photography majors 
interested in photojournalism. Ol­
ivet’s art department is partnering 
¿with The Daily Journal in Kanka- 
kee to offer a real newsroom ex- . 
¿perience. ■
"While internships are not re­
quired for^photography students,; 
•professors stress the real-life ex- 
fpmence and networking opportu­
nities'an internship provides, 
ip  The newspaper’s chief photog­
rapher, Mike Voss, said the stu­
dent interns will do work similar 
to that of a staff photographer, 
attending staff meetings, work­
ing  on stories with reporters and 
coming up with their own story 
ideas and photo assignments.
0 Through the internship, stu­
dents will have their photographs 
published in the newspaper and 
online, providing a good addition 
jto their resume or portfolio.
|  The internship will be classi­
fied as a 400-level class and will 
be worth one to six credit hours.
Iw Students aren’t the only ones 
jwho benefit from the partnership. 
The Daily Journal also profits, ac­
cording to Voss, who said the big- 
ygest benefits interns bring to the 
newspaper are their fresh outlook 
;and ideas.,
1 - “[Students] see the world a little 
differently than I do,” Voss said.
Eventually, the art professors 
hope to have several students at a ' 
.time inbaning .it' lhe Daily Jour­
nal. The art department also hopes ’ 
to someday have an internshipi» 
quirement for all art majors.
Junior Lisa Pesavento.is-; ,'the! 
program’s first intern.
Photojournalism professor Bril 
Jurevich explained that Pesaventof 
has the natural abil ity of a photog-f 
rapher and the inherent curiosiQJ 
necessary for journalism. This, he- 
says, is essential to telling a story! 
visually. ;
Jurevich wants students intefl 
ested in photojournalism to inteffg 
during their sophomore or 
nior year so that they know what! 
they’re getting themselve$ into byf 
! their senior year.
He said photojournalism re || 
quires curiosity and the ability® 
to talk to strangers, get the facts! 
straight and communicate through! 
photos.
The professors involved hopej 
that the internship provides j® 
mentor relationship between phé<§ 
tography students and the photog-l 
raphers at The Daily Journal. Vafj 
"lidity is iadded to their education 
when students see what they arè|
; learning in class acted out in" thés 
workplace, Juravich said.
The internship is open to anÿ*| 
body in the art department wit® 
a photography concentration, tog 
terested students should let th e ®  
photography professors knowf 
they are interested. Professé» 
will select the interns from thosej 
■who apply. ■
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Devotional Thought T u ffy
ANNE LOWRY mountains look like small bumps And He not only loves us, but II  t #  #
577 William Latham Drive 
Bourbonnais, IL 60914 ‘
alowry@olivet.edu
Plane rides always seem to give 
m e'a  new perspective. Though 
there are many new and event­
ful things on a plane ride, one 
thing in particular always shakes 
me, no matter how many planes 
I take. It’s not the fact that I am 
experiencing flight or the interest­
ing array of people on the plane or 
even the choice of any free bever­
age, though I will not deny these 
things are new and exciting. What 
always baffles me is the view out 
the airplane window as the plane 
takes off.
As the plane takes off, your 
eyes gaze at the ever-distancing 
ground. You can watch as the 
plane gets higher and higher and 
the world below begins to look 
! smaller and smaller. Within min­
utes, things that seemed so big 
and important suddenly seem 
insignificant. Cars look smaller 
: than ants, large buildings become 
dote on the horizons, and even
in the ground.
As you look but the window, 
you soon begin to realize how 
small you are in this big world. 
“What is man that you remember 
him, the son of man that You look 
after him?” (Psalm’ 8:4). Why 
does God look after us? Why 
, does the God of the entire uni- 
verse take the time to look after 
one little person?»;
When you begin to grapple 
with this question, you can begin 
to be truly grateful for God’s ev­
erlasting love for us, His children. 
Paul realized God’s amazing love 
for us when he wrote, “to love,. 
He predestined us to be adopted 
as His sons through Jesus Christ, 
in accordance with his pleasure 
and will” (Ephesians 1:5). God 
not only cares for us now, but He 
has loved us since the beginning 
of time and will continue to love 
us throughout eternity,
Nothing can move us from His 
love. Not our problems, our sins, 
our situation or our shortcomings.
He also promises “I will never 
leave you or forsake you” (He­
brews 13:5). -
Plane rides definitely put 
things in perspective. Looking 
out the plane window, it is easy 
to see ourselves like the small 
people we are, but there also 
times when the world around 
us seems so big. In the busy­
ness of school, it is so easy to 
get caught up with what is hap­
pening right around us. Finish­
ing the next paper seems like 
the most important thing in life 
and getting a good grade on a 
test can seem like the end goal 
of our existence. During the 
busy times is when we need 
to shift our perspective and re­
member just how small we are 
and just how big God is.
Next time the things of life 
seem to be growing bigger, re­
member the view out the plane 
window, and consider not only 
how little you are, but also how 
great God is.
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Bradley bakery hosts
DOLPHY BISWAS 
dbiswas@olivet.edu
Sitting on the comfortable, black leath­
er couch sipping my coffee I stnelled the 
freshness of home-baked bread coming 
out of the kitchen of Romer’s Bakery. Not 
only did I smell it, I could even taste it 
with every bite of the chocolate pastry 
that I bought.
Romer’s Bakery-A Piece of Cake, was 
started by Ruth Romer in 2005 afte,r she 
bought A Piece of Cake Bakery in town. 
This journey from working at the bakery 
td buying the bakery started 14 years back 
for hen
jpXShe was the one who started it all and 
did the baking herself,flBenjaman Bor- 
chardt, vice president of Romer’s Bakery 
said.
After buying A Piece of Cake Bakery, 
the Ropiers wanted to expand and that’s 
when they moved to the Renaissance 
Center in Bradley, at 200 N. Washington 
Street, where they are now located. The 
choices on the menu have increased since 
they relocated.
“We still serve lunch, breakfast and bake 
cakes for special occasions,” Borchardt 
said. “We have also added coffee, pastry 
and other little items on the menu.”
To keep up with the youth in the com­
munity and to provide a place for people
PHOTOBY l is a p é s ^ vI n t ù
H a n n a h  R o m e r , d a u g h te r  o f  R u th  R o m e r , w o r k s  in  t h e  b a k e r y  a s  o n e  
o f  t h é  m a in  b a k e r s ,
to go and relax, the managemènt wanted “That show definitely created aware- 
to bring in bands for entertainment. ness among the Olivet students;” Bor-
“We started offby hiring Caleb Hugo in. chardt said, but adding that the turn out 
2007 to help us with it, but we'did not get was not what he would have hoped, 
enough spark,” Borchardt said. In January, when six groups came in to
Another show was organized by Stu- perform in another part of the building 
dents In Free Enterprise (SIFE) on Nov. called the Gravity Room, they were left 
12, 2008. They brought in Lupe Carroll stranded without any heat or electricity, 
and Alex McGrath for the show. , It was then that they contacted the bakery
If
bands
management and wanted to perform in the 
bakery itself.
“They liked the place ever since and 
invited other bands to come and perform 
here and our spark, was met,” Borchardt 
said.
So far, the bands have noot boosted 
sales significantly, but sales are not every­
thing.
|gp‘This has. given more publicity and 
made our bakery a little more known,” ju­
nior Camlyn Jahn, a barista at Romer’s, 
said.
One band that plays at the bakery on 
a regular basis is Lopez on the Runway. 
They have.played there four times and ev­
ery member of the band loves the atmo­
sphere and the simplicity of the venue. 
^ ‘It’s almost reminiscent if a New York 
flat or something along those lines,” said 
TJ. Martinson, guitarist and singer. “The 
people are great there and do everything 
fairly with thought towards the band.” H
To accomodate the bands and audienc­
es, certain changes are made within the 
bakery. •
“We try to make the place look livelier 
and also try to dim the lights to cater to the 
atmosphere,” Jahn said.
The next show in the bakery will be 
Lupe Carroll on March 28. Lopez on the 
Runway is scheduled to perform on May 
22.
Movie review: “Watchmen”
SARAH GIOVE 
sgiove@olivet.edu
“They watch over us... but who watches 
over them?”
“Watchmen” (rated R) grossed, near­
ly $4.6M from midnight showings na­
tion wide (more than double what “300” 
grossed from midnight showings alone). 
Comic book lovers and moviegoers of all 
kinds gathered to celebrate another epic, 
DC Comics superhero flick. In an alternate 
1985 America, where superheroes are a 
part of society but then become outlawed, 
the Watchmen decide to give society what 
it asks for.
As a participant in the midnight show­
ing, I got to experience the hype you get 
when you know you’re one of the first to 
see it. To be honest. I’d have to say; over­
all, it was a disappointment for me.
I appreciated that the cast was not full 
of Hollywood’s A-list over-used • stars 
(like Christian Bale and Tom Cruise), but 
featured more original talents by Malin 
Akerman (“27 Dresses”) who plays Silk 
Spectre II, Jackie Earle Haley (“Winged
Creatures”) who plays Rorschach, and Pat­
rick Wilson (“Passengers”) who plays Nite 
Owl II.
My favorite character was definitely. 
Rorschach. His witty one-liners and cut­
throat personality was comical and made 
the movie more enjoyable.
I would propose that perhaps the reason ’ 
no A-list actors committed to the movie 
was because it was not a very good screen­
play to begin with. Even “Watchmen” 
comic book lovers have said they’re, a little 
disappointed because there was a lot left 
out from the graphic novel (and the movie 
was almost three hours). Comic book lov­
ers might defend the movie, but the movie 
itself leaves the average audience a little 
lost.
Don’t forget “Watchmen” is rated'“R” „; 
for a reason. Even if you have a high toler­
ance for blood, gore, and sexual content in 
movies, it’s hard to watch a movie when 
your eyes are closed through half of it.
All-in-all, “Watchmen” comic book lov­
ers are bound to like the movie, but if you’ve 
never heard of this story before, you might 
leave the theater feeling a lot like someone 
left you out of an inside joke.
• WWW.JEFFISAGEEK.NET
Z a c k  S n y d e r ’s  m o v ie  a d a p ta t io n  o f  A la n  M o o r e  a n d  D a v e  G ib b o n ’s  
1987 g r a p h ic  n o v e l  g r o s s e d  o v e r  $55 m i l l io n  i t s  o p e n in g  w e e k e n d .
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Music Reviews
NICOLE BRENNAN 
nbrennan@olivet.edu
¡“The End Is Not The End”
JEfouse Of Heroes
I  When Christian music rocks out like the 
I new House of Heroes, it makes me thank- 
Iful to be a Christian music fan. This CD 
Iproudly proclaims, “Hey! We can rock, 
I tpof” And can they ever!
Efe“The End is Npt the End” is ’the third 
lalbum release by this Ohio band. They
have been constantly compared to the oth­
er Ohio band, Relient K, who they toured 
with earlier in their career.
Though the lyrics are just as witty, cre­
ative; and sometimes confusing as Relient 
K’s, House of Heroes, or “HOH” as fans 
affectionately call them, is far more alter­
native punk. The songs are great on their 
own, but when you put them together, you 
get an understanding about the band. The 
.lyrics aren’t overtly Christian, but you do 
get some glimpses throughout the tracks, 
such as “Voices” and “Field of Daggers.”
Most of the songs have a war theme,; 
whether that is the background, or in re­
sponse to a brother dying at war, like track 
8, ‘.‘By Your Side.”
This disc is an absolute must-hear! With 
the little rock-opera like “In the Valley of 
the Dying Sun,” and powerful and prayer­
ful bonus track “The Young and the Bru­
tal,” this album is phenomenal anyway 
you hear i t
“My Soul Sings”
Delirious? s
I am not a fan of “five” albums. If you 
want to hear a crowd singing the songs 
and you want the energy of a concert, go 
to the concert! CDs cost about the same.
amount as the tickei anyway. However,!!
I had to give Delirious? a shot. After all, |  
they did release the modem worship clasSp 
sic “I Could Sing of Your Love Forever.’”
I like the Brit band’s sound, but it is dif- : 
ficult to hear over the background noiseJli 
Then again, it is not like any of the songs |
, are new. Delirious? released their last al- J 
bum, “Kingdom of Comfort,” a year agof 
which* was much needed for this aging p  
; band. This album was a way to continue® 
name recognition, and unfortunately, iff 
fell prey to the fan cycle. (A good s o n o j  
creates a fan. A fan keeps revenue coming j  
in. People do anything to keep fans.)
Skip this CD and listen to “CompassionM 
Art,” which was created by the lead singer, 
Maftin Smith.
-B.S.W. students— apply now for Advanced Standing! 
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The Art Institute gets a facelift
ALY GIBSON
agibson@olivet.edu
life
PHOTO BY LISA PESAVENTO |  
B e s t  B u f fe t  o n  M a in  S tr e e t  s e r v e s  a u th e n t ic  C h in e s e  
f o o d .
MICHAEL VANDERHEI 
mvanderh@olivet.edu .
This new column will offer a 
¿.new restaurant review every is- 
. sue that highlights a place that 
will talk about the quality of 
; the meal, the service, and since 
i, we are all college students -  the 
f.price. If there is a restaurant that 
■.you want to request you can 
j email at mvanderh@olivet.edu,
The first spot that I found in 
: the Bourbonnais area was Best 
' Buffet. This is a great restaurant 
? if  you enjoy Chinese food and 
¿environment. The host who wel­
com ed me was very polite and 
■ offered me the use of chopsticks 
to make the Oriental environ- 
r ment eVen more authentic (don’t 
won y, they have forks and knifes 
; for the chopstick impaired). As 
for drinks, they have, tea and 
soft drinks by request (they are 
t sneaky in the billing though; if 
i you order anything other than 
fwater they charge extra, but the 
¿ refills are free).
\s  for the food,* Best Buffet 
features a good variety of differ-" 
rent shell fish including several 
• different types of shrimp, crab 
; meat and legs, and even sushi. 
The freshness of the fish is av­
erage. but since this is
in the Midwest I would have to 
be a little lenient on their quality. 
They also offer sweet and sour, 
pork, orange chicken, and beef 
stir fty in their buffet.
I  One of my favorite parts of 
Best Buffet was the grill at the 
back. They offer New York strip 
steaks cooked to order. I had it 
cooked in one of my favorite 
ways with grilled shrimp and 
sauteed onions on top along with 
several choices .of steak sauces.;
it isn’t as good as a 12-ounce J  
steak from a steak house.
When it comes to rating Best ! 
Buffet 1 would have to give it 3 ; 
out of 5 stars. The food was good ; 
for a buffet and the atmosphere ; 
was decent. Price wise, if you go 
for dinner it will cost you $9 a i  
person if you have water (another 
dollar if you have a soft drink or i  
hot tea). If you are interested in J 
going to Best Buffet, it is located 
on Main Street in Bourbonnais , 
directly next to Ultra Foods. r / j la buffet The steak was prepared well, but
Did you know? A  bachelor’s degree in Social W ork is N O T  
required to qualify for enrollment in the M .S.W  Program!
Psychology, Sociology, Christian M inistry M ajors... any bachelor's degree could 
open the door to your M S W  degree. Contact Julie today to find out more!
The . Art Institute of Chicago 
will be reopening its doors to the 
public on Saturday, May 16, after 
months of renovations.
A modem and contemporary 
art wing of the museum has been 
under renovation since mid-2008. 
After the renovation, there will be 
a new wing to house contempo­
rary artists as well as some of the 
world’s favorites-, Dali, Picasso 
and Matisse. The new wing has 
been expanded to 264,OQO square 
feet, adding new restaurants with 
world-renowned chefs and the 
option of outdoor terrace seating.
“The new wing is opening in 
May, and we’re doing a free week 
of admission,” Erin Hogan, direc­
tor of public affairs at the muse­
um said.
From May 16-22, the instutute 
is offering free admission to the 
entire museum in honor of the 
grand re-hpening of the contem­
porary art wing.
This wing will showcase a va­
riety of new features the museum 
describes as friendly to the pub­
lic, family and students alike. 
The Bluhm Family Terrace will 
showcase rotating sculpture ex­
hibitions by contemporary artists. 
Students and school groups will 
also find that the new building has 
special accommodations such as 
the BP Student Esplanade, a dedi­
cated student, entrance, .and the 
Ryan Education Center, a 20,000 
square foot area that includes a 
classroom and studio.
Bill Greiner, chair of-the art
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Transforming t|e World.
C ontact us today: 
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O r visit us on the web: 
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and digital media department at 
Olivet, may be able to take ad­
vantage of some of these new ad­
ditions with students, as he has in 
previous years.
“I am hoping we get another 
invitation to view the new galler­
ies,” Greiner said.
The Fine Arts classes have 
taken tours of the Art Institute for 
decades, seeing their subject in 
real fife. But as the renovations 
began around second semester of 
last year, Greiner and his students 
had to resort to slideshows of the 
artwork.
“It became harder and harder 
to see key works of art,” Greiner 
said.
Beginning next semester, 
Greiner and his students can once 
again attend the Art Institute and 
view the newly renovated wing 
and exhibits.
The museum is open Monday 
through Wednesday, 10:30 a.m. 
to 5 p.m., Thursday, 10:30 a.m. to 
8 p.m: and Friday, Saturday, and 
Sunday 10 to 5 p.m. Admission is 
free after 5 p.m. Thursdays.
“Driptych”
Senior Art Show
Anne Shaughnessy 
March 31 through April 13 
Brandenburg Gallery
T h e  n e w  m o d e r n  w in g  o f  t h e  A r t  I n s t i tu te  o f  C h ic a g o  p r o v id e s  v ie w s  o f  t h e  C h ic a g o  s k y lin e .
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M en’s tennis plays in Hilton Head
CLAUDIA VOICU _ 
gvoicu@olivet.edu -
ONU’s men’s tennis team ex­
perienced more than just winning 
in Hilton Head, S.C.' over spring 
break. In the fall season, the team 
had a perfect record of 8-0 and is 
looking forward to another good 
season.
. Over spring break, the tennis 
team played four, matches in four 
days, winning one-. -
The team gained experience 
on the court through playing top 
teams in the nation.
“It .was pretty good, as a team 
we stayed together, the level of 
support was great for the guys 
and the girls team as well. We got 
to know each other better, on a 
personal level and I think that it 
was a very good expérience over­
all,” said. Victor Mesquita, junior.
The team started with a falling 
record of 3-5, losing three out of 
four matches in South Carolina. 
However, Hugo Moriya, sopho­
more, believes that the disap­
pointing results do not reflect 
how much they have learned from 
the trip.
Team captain Mark Bell, ju­
nior, stressed the value of simply 
getting more playing time,
■ “I thought the trip was really - 
fun, we were lucky enough to 
have great weather as well. I think 
that we improved, just by playing 
matches and getting those under 
our belt, as well as learning how 
to play against certain players,” 
Bell said.
Even with disappointing shores^. 
Mesquita insists the experience 
was still valuable.
* “I think that we are a bet­
ter team because we had to play 
against different schools not only 
from the Midwest. I think that we 
had really good qu'ality matches 
that we played, and even though 
we lost three matches, we know 
that we Could have won all of 
them,” said Mesquita
Added Mesquita: “It was pretty 
good to see what level we were,':, 
and we realized that we are not 
too far from the top schools in the 
nation, and I am not only talking- 
about NAIA but also Division I 
and H - iu lif i
Bell believes that the team re­
ally bonded, making it one of the 
main keys to get to where they
want to be.
Bell said he wants 
to-“to play well as 
a whole, be more 
consistent as well 
as beat Indiana Tech 
and Aquinas as well 
as -St;; Francis.”"
. “If we beat all 
these teams we will 
go to Nationals and 
that will be our main 
goal,” Bell said.
Moriya said that 
the main goal of 
the trip was to push 
one another towards 
their limits. Along 
with Moriya, Se­
bastian Esquetini 
agreed that it was 
more than just win­
ning matches.
. “The coach made 
us play two matches 
in one day, and .I be-; 
lieve that he did it 
with a purpose,« said Sebastian 
Esquetini, freshman. “He wanted 
us to play as many matches as we 
could; he prioritized experience 
over scores.”
The team’s next match will be
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on March 26 and they are plan­
ning to work hard to make an im­
pression.
“We learned a lot from each oth­
er. The team spirit and teamwork 
were things that I have never seen 
before since I got here. .The team
was united, and I strongly believe 
that the things we learned in Hil­
ton Head will stay with us not 
only throughout this season but 
throughout life,” Moriya said.
Tigers up to bat for the spring season
JEREMIAH BOWER 
jbower@olivet.edu
The 2009 ONU men’s baseball 
season has arrived. The Tigers,^ 
led by second-year coach Todd 
Reid, look to pounce into the new 
season following another 30-win 
campaign in 2008. And, as with 
their previous seasons, the goal 
is to at least make a trip to the 
NAIA National Tournament.
“Our expectations are to go 
• to the post season,” said senior 
infielder Tim Allen. “However, 
that means that we must be one 
of the top two teams in our con-y 
ference to advance to the nation­
al tournament. So, with that in 
mind, we have to play our best 
baseball.” .
Allen, who won the Chicago-i 
land Collegiate Athletic Con-^ 
ference (CCAC) Golden Glove 
award last season while playing 
third base, will man the infield 
with Jeff Alexander (2008 team 
MVP) at second. Paul Bergen, 
another senior, will handle first 
basejp with junior Pete Smidt 
•playing shortstop. Smidt and Al­
len also bat third and fourth, re­
spectively.
. In the outfield, sophomore 
Chris Hammett will take right 
field, with Kyle Cabral (also a 
sophomore) in center field and 
junior Caleb King covering the 
left. All three are transfers and 
can cover a lot of ground in a 
small amount of rime; King and 
Cabral will also open one-two 
when batting.
However, the primary area of 
concern for ONU centers on .the 
mound.
“We lost a lot of pitching from 
last year’s team,” said senior 
pitcher Erich *
Holsten. R^ v |Q u f e e x t ) e c ta t io n g  a r e  t a  
placing that ’w  'Wm* 
pitching .will 
be the. key to 
this season’s 
success.”
H o l s t e n ,  
who earned 
c o n f e r e n c e  
p i t c h e r - o f *  
the-year for 
the CCAC in 
2008 while
leading the Tigers to nine of their 
wins, is the lone returner with 
significant experience.. Yet the
go to tlie post season ... 
we Lave to play óur te s t  
ta se ta ll.
-  Tim Alle
team is still sure it can perform 
well.
“I have confidence that our 
new pitchers will be able to com­
pete at this level,” said player Jeff 
A lexander. 
“Our field­
ing will be 
good in the 
outfield, so 
the pitchers 
should have 
confidence 
that they can 
force the op­
posing hit­
ters to make 
contact and 
still get outs
anyways.” .
Looking to rotate with Holsten 
•as starter is senior Ryan Fomeris,
e n |  s ® |o r
sophomores Chad Steinbom and 
Brennan Ragon, and freshman 
Elijah Smurthwaite. In the bull­
pen, sophomore Kyle Carlisle, 
along with a number of freshmen, 
will be looked upon to complete 
games in relief duty.
Another position with uncer­
tainty is catcher, after assumed 
starter Phil Colling tore an ACL 
in November. Sophomore Adam 
Hines and junior Jess Colon will 
battle for playing time.
The Tigers opened the regular 
season in Ormond Beach, Fla. 
during Spring Break with the 
College Baseball Jamboree.
. ONU’s home opener took 
place March 21 in a doublehead­
er against the Illinois Institute of 
Technology.'
Cubs, Sox improving on their pasts
Cubs look to end curse on ‘09, White Sox go for AL Central repeat
JARRYD FRAKES 
jfrakes@olivet.edu
It has been 101 years and the Chicago 
Cubs are still without a World Series cham­
pionship, but this year they would like to 
once and for all end the curse. The Cubs 
. come into 2009 after winning 97 games iu 
the regular season, and being swept out of 
the playoffs last year by the Los Angeles 
Dodgers. Cub fans should have very high 
hopes for this team as they return a deep 
pitching rotation, a very solid bullpen and 
a powerful offense.
, The pitching rotation returns its ace 
Carlos Zambrano, who won 14 games last 
season and pitched a no-hitter. 17-game 
winner Ted Lilly also returns for the Cubs. 
The third man in the rotation will be Ryan 
Dempster, who effectively transitioned
from his role as closer to become one of 
the best starters in all of baseball.
The Cubs also return a tremendous in- 
, field. Catcher Geovany Soto was an All- 
Star as a rookie and is looking up for this • 
season. Derrek Lee returns to first base af­
ter hitting 20 home runs and driving in 90 
runs. Rounding out the rest of the infield is 
third baseman Aramis Ramirez, shortstop 
Ryan Theriot and second baseman Aaron 
Miles. This infield is considered the best in 
the Central division.
The Cubs als„o return a dynamic outfield 
led by the free-swinging Alfonso Soriano, 
who batted .280 with 29 home runs and 79 
RBI’s. Along with-Soriano'is second-year 
player Kosuke Fukudome. He will be mov­
ing to centerfield after playing right field 
last season to make room for newcomer 
Milton Bradley. Bradley comes into this 
season after batting .321 with 22 home
runs and driving in 77 runs. Look for the 
Cubs to be a force to be reckoned with 
once again in the Central Division as well 
as the National League.
The Chicago White Sox are coming off a 
great year in 2008 after winning the Ameri­
can League’s Central Division. They spent 
much of the offseason promising their fans 
that they would slowly incorporate their 
youth into the lineup without forfeiting the 
team’s competitiveness.
However, the Sox go into the season 
\Vith three positions that are projected to 
be filled by young players who have not 
proven to be effective major league players 
on a regular basis||f1
Furthermore, Chicago’s expected start­
ing lineup will boast only two players 
who can be considered to be in the prime 
of their career: Carlos Quentin and Alexei 
Ramirez. Even if everyone remains healthy
and productive, the Sox still have two holes 
in their starting rotation to, fill, which could 
take some time in the very competitive AL 
Central.
The White Sox have to be worried that 
half of their projected .starters have not 
started a full season in the big leagues yet 
while the other half are reaching their mid 
thirties. Even strong Mark Buehrle,. who 
has pitched 200-plus innings for an incred­
ible eight straight seasons, is getting older 
and pitchers who haven’t spent a day on 
the DL in eight years are a very rare com­
modity indeed.
Most concerning Igriack of a proven fall 
back option should any of the youngsters 
fall short of expectations. Couple that with 
the uncertainty surrounding the four and 
five spots in the rotation and you will find 
that thé White Sox will be lucky to finish 
this year with a winning record.
Bragg
■ Price starting attC $ 1 7 , 6 7 0Price starting atX B  $ 1 6 , 6 2 0$400 Rebate M SRPM SR P !
Get by with a little help from your local car dealership. We’re honoring recent 
college grads with a $4002 rebate on any Scion. Ask your dealer for details.
Scion’s Pure Price® policy means the dealer’s advertised price is the price you pay.
Dealer price may vary from MSRP.
_____________ , — ... ................
’M SR P  includes delivery, processing, and handling fee; excludes taxes, title, license, and optional equipment. Dealer price may vary. 2Rebate offered by Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A., Inc. 
Rebate will be applied on*lease contracts, first toward the amounts due .at lease signing or delivery, withiany remainder to the capitalized cost reduction, or toward the down payment 
on finance contracts. One rebate per finance or please transaction. College Rebate Program and Military Rebate Program are not compatible. Finance or lease contract must be dated 
by March 31, 2009. Only available on new untitled Scion models. Programs are available on approved credit to qualified customers through Toyota Financial Services and participating 
Scion dealers. Programs may not be available in all states and are subject to change or termination at any time. Some restrictions apply. Not all applicants will qualify. Please see your 
participating Scion dealer for details. Toyota Financial Services is a service mark of Toyota Motor Credit Corporation and Toyota Motor Insurance Services, Inc. ©  2009 Scion, a marque 
of Toyota Motor Sales U.S.A., Inc. All rights reserved. Scion, the Scion logo, xB, xD and tC are trademarks of Toyota Motor Corporation.
